Dear MIT Graduate,

I'm writing to follow up on MIT President Reif's email to you from February, in which he asked alumni to participate in a survey to help describe and measure MIT's impact. To date, more than 11,000 alumni have responded, sharing facts about their professional and personal experiences:

- 31% are listed as inventors on patents.
- More than 20% are on a board of directors or a scientific advisory board.
- 21% are currently postdoctoral scholars or members of a faculty.
- More than a third have started a for-profit company or non-profit organization, and more than half developed a new product or business in an existing company.
- 26% are currently employed in Massachusetts at organizations in every major sector.

We hope in the coming weeks to hear from more MIT alumni, as your individual experiences will contribute greatly to our understanding of the impact of MIT alumni.

If you haven't already responded, please take a few minutes to answer by your personal link:

**Enter the survey >>**

Please be assured your individual responses and comments will be kept confidential to MIT. Most alumni have completed the survey in less than 10 minutes; it will require more time only if you choose to write about your experiences. A copy of the survey instrument with more information about past surveys is available from [MIT Institutional Research](#).

You may submit part of the survey and return at a later date to complete the survey. If you have any trouble entering the survey, please email yourstory@MIT.EDU.

If you have any difficulty entering the survey through the link above, please copy and paste the URL below into your web browser:

You may also opt-out of this survey.